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Mexican figurines attached to pallets and cradles 

A t the 29th In ternational Congress of Americanists, held in New York in 1949, Henri 
Lehmann (1951, 1953) discussed a group of figurines showing a person lying on his back 
strapped to a couch. He pointed out the striking similarities among those figures from the 
Valley of Mexico, from Colima and Nayarit, and from Ecuador. 

Presently, the availability of over 130 "bed figures" from West Mexico and a dozen 
elaborate specimens from Central Veracruz warrants further study of this subject. A 
summary of regional characteristics and conclusions on the significance of the various 
types of bed figures will be presented (I). 

I shall begin with those Mexican figurines which are easily recognizable as cradles. 

I - Infant in a cradle 
The earliest cradles known are from the Middle PrecJassic of the VaJ.Jey of Mexico 

(mainly from Tlatilco). They are oval and shallow, and are sometimes held in the 
mother's lap. These, and the 
Late Preclassic cradles from 

Table I. Chronological sequence of infant figures in cradles 

f-----1 

Ticoman, depict, in addition 
to the strap across chest and 
legs, a heavy pad held by 
bands across the foreh ead to 

PERJOD 

La u: Pom::lanic 
1350-1521 

WEST MEXJ.OO VALlEY OF Mtx]CO 

A~tcc box cradlcs, high 
h~adboord, molclcd. lliustr. 
i n Codc" Mcndoza; 

SOlJTH<CE!\'TRAL 
VERA.CRUZ 

induce flattening of the head 
(Table O. 

Middle Postcla.s.sic 
11 50· 1350 

mentioned by SWglln 

Chichimcc ncl-and-rod 
cradlb (Mapa Tlol"zin) 

In the Chupicllaro Early Postda$Si<: 
950·1150 

Moldroadt: cradle with loop 
(Michoacin) 

tradition (ca. 400-1 
crad led figurines are 
abundant; they 

B.C.) 
fairly 

are 

LaIC Cla ssic 
600-900/950 

Ea r I y C la~sic 

Tcotihuadn moldmadc Motile! ~uckJing babe on 
rcctansular cradle with four · footed cradle with 

!~~J:~u~'::~~6~ci.:;nstor ) wh.i~tlc 

re c tan g u I a r , wit h pia i n 300·600 

bottom or one of tightly 
Prot oc lHSi <: 
150-300 

Rare in Jalisco. Colirua , 
Nayaril; double lQop cradle 

without infMt (Michoacan) f---------f----~--jfitted rods, sideboards, and 
TC;TO'Iinal Prcdas· Rectangular cradles with Oval 1TOUgh .....ith rour 
uc 150 B.C.·A.D . broad arch over head and ~upporrs (Hi Type,four legs. The strapped infant 150 feet (Chupicuaro) Ticoman) . Also wilh strap 

over forehead {or f1 atu:ning
is protected by two broad 

Lalc Prf:CJa~ic Miniatur e (Type Eii) 
SO(}. 150 B.C. (inranT ? ) arches, one above the head, 
MiddJt: Prcci.a.5sicthe other above the feet. 800·300 Il.C. ~~~ic~ouFor or fl~l~e~ii~ 

forehead (T1~lIlca )
Sometimes these loops are 

Earlv Prcclauic 
connected by a longitudinal 1500·800 Il.C. 

bar. Usually the sex cannot 
be determined. 

Classic period Teotihllacan (Metepec phase) figurines of rectangular cradles, containing 
infants attired with ear discs and necklaces, were made in molds. Feet rest on the cradle 
rim and there are indications that a loop was attached after the figures had been removed 
from the mold. Another type of molded Teotihuac{m figures shows a sexless individual 
with flat headdress whose arms and chest are covered by a broad band with incised 
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symbolic designs. These figures, however, are not in a cradle, which may have consisted of 
perishable material. It is therefore not certain whether these individuals represent infants 
or adults. 

The most expressive figures occur in Central Veracruz during' the Late Classic and 
show a mother leaning over the cradle while suckling her babe. The infant wears a 
necklace and earrings which denote his elevated status as in the Teotihuacan figures; the 
presence of jewelry in bed figures is, therefore, not confined to adults. 

Cradles from the Early Postclassic are not known (except two figures from Michoacan, 
which represent either infants or adults). 

In the 14th century the Chichimecs used cradles made of net s and rods; one of these is 
illustrated in Mapa Tlotzin . 

Aztec moJdmade figurines are rectangular with extended headboard and show the 
infant with a strap across chest and arms, which is fastened to the sides of the cradle. Feet 
protrude as in Teotihuacan figures. These clay models resemble th e wicker-work cradles 
illustrated in Codex Mendoza (p. 57). Both have loops , probably for easier handling. 

11 - Adults lying on plain slabs or beds 
The West Mexican bed figures have been variously interpreted as children, or adults 

who were sick and therefore had to be strapped to a couch , or as deceased persons. When 
the crad led infant figures are 

Table 11. Chronological sequence of bed figures (adults) segregated from the 
"u biq uitous figures-tied-to-a

PERIOD WEST MEXlCQ SOUTH·CENTRAL VERACRUZ 

couch type", as Chadwick
Latc Postdassic 
1350-1521 ( 1971: 673, 679) called 
Middle Posld:u.si 
1150-1350 them , there remains a 
Early Po~tcJusic substan tial corpu s of couch 
950-1150 

Late Classic face whisLlcjrallk figures that represent adults.Smiling moldmadc 
600·900/950 figure s on pJatrorm~ wilh leg bols ter. 

Elabonlc large:.· figures with head benl back These occur in West Mexico 
ilJld dcvatcrl legs, monkey l1o.:ads or 
monkey fi.t,1urC a.ttached 10 pla tform where they are relatively 
(Pulque rirual) 

abundant and inEarly Classic 
300·600 
f---~-I Slab~ with or without feel, with f------:-- -----1 Sou t h -C e n t r a I V era Cru z, 

Pro toclauic prcdominanLly fem ale r. glJJC~, mo~tly Simihtr to WC51 Co~1 figu ru (2 specimens 
150·300 mapped. known ) where they are less frequent
f-----I Figur~ with attendants, 

Terminal Prt"d:..s· Sickbcd~ (Nayaril) Lower Remoj ada$ I (rare), similar to WeSI 
 but much more elaborate. I
sic 150 B.C. - Pairundu blanket (Colim~) COa.!;t figure~ 

f-A_.O_._"_0_--Ilndined slab (rcclinalOrioj, (Colinu:) shall first deal with the 
L;,.lt: Pre-classic 
300-150 B.C. figures from West Mexico 
Middle Prcdassic (Table 11). 
800·300 B.C. 

Early Pn:dassic Comparisons indicate 
1500-800 B.e. considerable form varieties 

evident in the position of 
arms and legs, the method of strapping, the use of head and leg bolsters, the proportions 
between size of person and length of slab, etc. The provenience is seldom documented 
but cultural affiliation can be inferred from regional stylistic traits (mainly in the 
modeling of facial features and headdress) in figurin es from Colima, Jalisco and Nayarit. 
A tabulation of I 12 bed figures leads to the following generalizations: 
1) Figures in the style of Colima (54 specimens) 

Predominantly female (one male, 5 specimens without sex indication); head rests on a 
pillow between two lateral slab bolsters; head, rarely the feet , extend beyond the slab; 
occasionally a semicircular loop arches over the head ; two or three modeled bands over 
arms and chest (but 4 specimens have no straps); legs are separated, sometimes slightly 

http:Posld:u.si
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bent at the knee; slabs usually lack supports (conical supports in 7 specimens). 

Exceptional feature s: Body strapped but both arms are free (2 specimens); strap less figure 

detachable from slab (I specimen); body covered with blanket (I spec.); figures on slab 

inclined 45 degrees (reclinatorios); pairs of male and female under a blanket (3 

specimens). 

2) Figures in the style of Jalisco (16 specimens) 


All are females (sex sometimes modeled in exaggerated size); pillow but rarely lateral 
head bolsters; head and feet project beyond slab; no loop over head; 2 or 3 modeled 
bands over arms and chest (but 3 specimens have no straps); straight legs. Exceptional 
features: Bed with vertical curved head and fool boards (sickbed? ,2 specimens). 
3) Figures in the style of Nayarit (42 specimens) 

Predominantly sex less (only 5 females); pillow and lateral head bolsters frequent; head 
and feet do not project beyond slab; figures sometimes much smaller than slab; rarely 
loop over head (except sickbeds); straps sometimes indicated by paint, but lacking in 7 
specimens; 2 specimens have one arm strapped while th e other is raised to head ; slabs with 
four supports predominate. Exceptional features: Separate slab with pillow attached (I 
spec.); boxlike , polychrome (Itxlan del Rio type) sickbeds with flat base (2 spec.), or 
transverse rods on one or two levels and an opening below lower abdomen of the 
individual (4 specimens) (Fig. I); figure with swollen abdomen and distorted face (I 
spec.); figures with attendant 
attached to longer side of bed or 
sla b (4 spec.); bolster benea th 
ankles (4 spec.); female with dog at 
her feet (2 spec.). 
4) Figures from Michoacan (5 
specimens) 

Only one adult female figure, 
comparable to the Jalisco types has 
been published (Lehmann 1953: 
fig. 26,d). Four specimens from a 
tom b at San Gregorio (east of Lake 
Chapala , i.e. close to J alisco) are in 
the collection of the Universidad 
A ut6noma de Guadalajara. Of 
these, a pair of Preclassic (? ) male 
figures has detachable slabs with 4 
supports and a large protective ring Fig. 1 - Si~kbcd wi th elllu vw l opening II I 

at each end. Another pair has loops double layer slat base. Nayarit. 13 cm lo ng. 
only over the head. The bodies of 
this pair are Oat and details blurred; they were made in a mold together with the slab. 
Straps are not discernible. In each corner is a perforation which often occurs in Late 
Postclassic figures. Apparently the figures represent children since the San Gregorio tom b 
contained also several larger non-bed figures of adults. These rare Michoacan bed 
fjgures resemble the flat Toltec-Mazapan figures of the Valley of Mexico and they are 
probably of Early Post classic date. 

III - Conclusions concerning the meaning of the bed figures from West Mexico 
Bed fjgures of adults display too great a variety to make a typo logical classification 

meaningful. In general, the following fea tures, common to Colima, Jalisco, and Nayarit , 
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are significan t: 1) The majority of adult bed figures are female ; some have no sex 
indication, but recognizable males do not occur. Breasts are not indicated. 2) Not all the 
figures are strapped to the couch (4 Colima, 3 Jalisco, and 7 Nayarit figures have no 
straps). 3) A few persons are covered by a blanket which may indicate that they are sick. 
4) Portrayals of pathological conditions are rare (e.g. abscessed jaw, goiter, see von 
Winning and Hammer, 1972. fig. 176,196). Evidence of advanced pregnancy is also rare. 

Only a small num ber of bed figures can be described with certainty as representing sick 
persons. They lie on what Weisman (Uikekonst, 1966) called "hospital beds" (5 
specimens, all fre m Nayarit) which have "special facilities for bowel and bladder 
incontinence" (Fig. 1). Bed figures with persons attached to one side of the slab are, by 
their appearance, probably attending a sick individual (1 Colima , I Jalisco, 5 Nayarit). 

What is the significance of the majority of bed figures that do not portray illness, 
including 14 that are not strapped? Diego Delgado (personal information) has suggested 
that they represent corpses on biers prepared for burial. Considering the depth and 
narrowness of the shaft leading to the burial chamber, a ceremonious way to lower the 
corpse into the grave would be to tie it to a pallet. This interpretation, however, does not 
accou nt for figures without straps. 

Taking into consideration that clearly recognizable male figures do not exist and that 
the individuals are sexless or predominantly female, with their legs frequently spread 
apart, I tentatively suggest, following Delgado's lead, that these individuals represent 
women who died during or soon after childbirth and were placed on biers preparatory to 
burial. 

In Aztec religion - which has its roots in earlier cultures - women who died in 
childbirth were accorded high honors because by giving birth they became equals of the 
warriors who captured an enemy. This concept is consistent with the precepts of a highly 
organized militaristic society, such as that of the Aztecs and Toltecs. Whether a similar 
belief prevailed in Western Mexico centuries earlier is not known. However, an 
outstanding feature of the West Mexican cultures is the elaborate mortuary cult, 
characterized by shaft tombs containing numerous clay effigies of superior workmanship , 
including those of individuals suffering from severe diseases. It is conceivable that death 
as a result of childbirth was common and that cause and effect relationship was well 
known. Consequently, these women had a place in the mortuary ceremonies and their 
tragic fate prompted their replication in clay. Since the ritual preceded entombment it is 
of no importance whether the person was strapped or in what position she held her arms. 

IV - Figures from South-Central Veracruz 
The few known early (Lower Remojadas I, 150-1 B.C.) bed figures from VeracfllZ 

resem ble those of West Mexico. Two Protoclassic figures display a knee or ankle bolster 
which continues to be a significant attribute in later bed figures. So far , no bed figures are 
known from the Early Classic, a period of close ties with Teotihuacan where such figures 
are likewise lacking (except for cradled figures and strapped infants without slabs or 
beds). 

Toward the end of the Late Classic, bed figures reappear ; they are larger and more 
elaborate. Two features are now conspicuously prevalent: uplifted legs and a large 
semicircular loop at the head end of the slab (but not dire ctly above the head) which the 
individual grasps with both hands. Instead of females only male figures are tied to the ' 
couch by means of a wide strap, or are covered with a blanket. A whistle is incorporated 
either in the base of the couch or forms the leg support. The couches are longer than the 
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person, are decorated with notched and /or incised designs, and stand on tall cylindrical 
supports. 

The most sophisticated bed figures consist of single or double-tiered platforms. The 
head of the individual is tilted backward, the body is covered with a blanket , the legs are 
raised at a 45 degree angle and large bells or rattles decorate the ankles. Significantly, 
monkey heads are attached to the leg supports or full monkey figures climb on the head 
loop (Fig. 2). 

These attributes indicate that the Late Classic Veracruz bed figures had an entirely 

Fig. 2 - Smiling race lype figure 011 plalrorlll . A l1lonk ey 1\ allJchcd 10 the 
loop. Ce nlral Veracruz. 28 CI1l. long. After von \Vinning and Hal11l1ler , 1972 :38. 

different function than the earlier types from that region and from those of West Mexico. 
I suggest that they represent ritually intoxicated persons who participated in a pulque 
ceremony. They are alive but in a state of trance. To test this hypothesis I shall refer to 
other representations of figures lying on their back with knees drawn up, which are 
associated with maguey plants and/or vessels containing pulque. Such manifestations 
occur in Mesoamerica also outside of Central Veracruz, on stone reliefs and in codices, 
from the Late Classic to Contact. 
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v - Evidence of the rela tionship between figures lying on their back with flexed legs, and 
pulque 

I) The low-relief wall panel of the South Ball Court at El Tajin clearly depicts a 
pulque ceremony (Garcia Payon, 1962). In the center is a person strapped to a platform 
which is covered with a blanket. Hi's legs are flexed. Eyes and mouth of the strapped 
person and of the one standing above are stylized "in a manner that is usually reserved for 
non-human beings, such as gods and monsters" (Tuggle, 1968: 50), hence he is in a state 
of intoxication. To the right are five maguey plants, three of which show the tall stem 
with horizontal branches in bloom . The attendant at the head of the tied individual holds 
a large pulque jar (Fig. 3). 

2) Some of the Chac Mool sculptures - recumbent male figures with flexed legs and a 
container on the abdomen - display attributes that relate them to the pulque gods and to 
the Eagle-Jaguar cult and, therefore, indirec tly to pulque since this is the beverage of the 
warriors. 

3) Codex Vindobonensis I includes a full page (25) devoted to a pulque drinking 
ceremony where gods - not ordinary humans - partake of this sacred beverage that was 

r: ig. 3 .. I'UI<.1'I<: ~cene with s trapped perso n. Wall panel. South !lalJ Court , El 

Taj In. After Careia Payon, J962. 

supposedly invented by the goddess 2 Flower. Page 24 on the other hand , depicts a scene 
related to the mushroom cult. Couches with leg bolsters occur on pages 10, 11, 13, 18 , 20 
and 22, as well as several pulque plants. Although the couches are unoccupied it is 
noteworthy that they are depicted and their presence could imply "a connection with the 
pulque cerem~·~y. On page 34 are six males lying on their back 'with legs drawn up ; below 
is an uno ccupied couch. 

Caso (1963: 35) interpre ted the pulque scene (p. 25) and the mushroom sce ne (p. 24) 
as a commemoration of the Mixtec invention of two important "magic medicines", 
capable of producing intoxication and hallu cinations which are condu cive to a spiritual 
contact between men and their gods. 
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4) A carved jaguar bone from Tomb 7, Monte Alb{m , depicts inter alia an individual 
lying supine with flexed legs on a frame which contains two maguey plants in bloom 
(Caso, 1969, fig. 206) (Fig. 4,k). 

5) A bent leg with a pulque jar above the knee is the hieroglyph of Moquihuix, fourth 
and last Lord of Tlaltelolco, who committed suicide at the conquest by Tenochtitlan in 
1473. The hieroglyph varies considerably, but is usually associated with the pulque bowl 
or the characteristic nose ornament of the pulque gods (Fig. 4,1). 

The foregoing examples indicate that the motif of a recumbent figure with flexed legs 
is associated with pulque or pulque ceremonies (further evidence see von Winning and 
Hammer, 1972: 31-41). This conclusion was also reached by Barthel (1963: 168-170) 
who followed a different approach. He identified the main personage on SteJa 31, Tikal, 
as Xipe and the supine figure with flexed legs lying on the jaguar head of Xipe's belt as 
the motif "night-drinker" (Seler: Nacht-trinker). This name, from the Nahuatl yoallavana, 
yohuallahuana, according to Seler, is the ceremonial denomination of Xipe and is 
applicable only to his specific representative as, for ins tance, his chief priest. Barthel 

d . a. 

Fig. 4 - ReclIll1bent figures with t1 exed legs ("night-drinker" ll1otii"). After 
Barth el , 1963: fi g. 3. 

presented several motifs from Maya inscriptions, Codex Borgia and Vaticanus B, and one 
from Xochicalco , which are equivalents to the Mexican motif "night-drinker", expressed 
by a figure lying on its back with legs drawn up (Fig . 4). 

The concept "night-drinker" in central-southern Mexico refers, of course, to pulque . 
Thaf fl1i s beverage ~as consumed ceremonially only after sunset is indicated in Codex 
Borbonicus 11 by the large disc, half of which shows the sun, the other half the starry 
sky. 

The position of the elaborate Late Classic Veracruz male figures with the heads bent 
backward, their happy expression and open mouth, is not incongruent with that of an 
intoxicated person. Significant is the presence of monkey heads on the leg supports (in 3 
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specimens) or of a full m o nkey figure a tta ched to the loop (2 spec imens) (Fig. 2). Beyer 
(1965:457) demons trated that in the codi ces the monkey head , inter al ia, symbolizes 
midnight , whi ch is in agreement with the con cep t " night-drinker". In fact , Codex 
Borbonicus I I depicts the pulque god Pateca tl , .i aguar and eagle knights, pulque vessels , 
and a large pulque jar inscribed with a monke y head. On th e other hand the monkey is 
th e gu ise of Xochipilli , patron of the a rts of singing, mu sic, merriment, and of abundance 
and fertility in general. The consumption of pulque is re lated to merriment, while X ipe 
(and his impersonato r the " night-drink er") is a fertility god. 

Not all of the Late Classic Vera cruz figu res disp lay the monkey head attribute but 
each one show s a contented faci al ex pression and the legs are e levat ed. An explanation 
for this peculiar leg position cannot be offered , but it is interesting to note th at 
intoxi cation indu ced by pulque clys ters was a very ancient custom among the peoples of 
th e Gulf Coast, repo rted by the ch roniclers for th e area of the Huasteca , but not entirely 
co nfined to it (Dahlgren , 1953: 148). Perhaps th e uplifted legs are co ncomitant with this 
strange custom. 

VI- Summary 
The occurrence of figurines showing adults on slabs or couche s is limited in 

Mesoame rica to Western Mexico (Nayarit , Colim a, lalisco and th e adjacent region of 
Michoaca n) and south-ce ntral Veracruz . Crad le s with in fants occur also in these regions, 
in ChupicuaJo and the Valley of Mexico , and they are distinguishable by their re lat ive 
sma ll size and their trough or boxlike shape. 

Bed figures represen ting ad ults can be classif ied into reg ional groups according to facial 
features, a ttributes, and surface finish. Within ea ch group certa in traits (e.g. loop s, 
bo lsters, suppo rt s etc.) overlap reg ionally and variations in details are too num erous to 
mak e a meaningful typology worthwhile. Most, bu t not all , bed figures are tied with 
band s to th e sla b, restr ict ing arm moveme nt. In some cases one or both arm s are fr ee and 
raised to the head. Occasionall y the feet are bound . 

Less common are individu als with an attendant figure at tach ed to the side of the bed 
and .especially constru c ted double layer beds wi th an effluvial opening, whose occupants 
indicate individuals suffering from bowel in co ntinen ce. The latter are li mi ted to Nayarit. 
It is significant that the great majority of th e figurines from West Mex ico are women, or 
individu als of undetermined sex, but not males. 

These figures were ~ave offerings and their meaning is a matter of conj ecture. The 
hypothesis that they represent corp ses placed on a bier so that they can be lo wered 
conven iently and ceremo niou sly in a vert ical position through the long and narrow shaft 
leading to the buri a l chamber is probable but does not acco unt for those figures whi ch are 
not strapped. Considering the preponderance of female and sexless figures without male 
at trib utes (which therefore may be females) it is tent ative ly suggested that they represent 
wome n who h ad died in childbirth and who are awa iting burial whi le undergoing some 
ritual compaJab le, perhaps, to that accorded to Aztec women who died under such 
circums tan ces. These were honored like the warriors who had died in battle, si nce giving 
birth was equ ivalent of taking a prisoner. 

Whil e the significance of th e West Coas t bed fig ures cannot be elucidated by 
arc haeologi ca l or e thnohistorical analogy - barring a few exceptions - those of the Late 
Classic period from sou th-central Veracruz can be explained by comparisons with 
contemporaneous stone re lie fs at El Taj in and deta il s in pictorial manuscripts. The close 

relationship has been pointed out between a pulque ritual at El T ajill and the 
Mesoamerican motif "night-drinker" (as defined by Barthel) on the one hand, and the 



Veracru z figur es, some of which include a pulque-related monkey figure, on the o ther. It 
is therefo re concluded that these clay sculptures represent a ritually inebriated person 
whose trance-like condition differentiated him from ordinary humans and th ereby 
facilitated his co n tact with the gods. 

Reference 

(I ) Since the number of illu stration s had to be limited the reader is referred to tho se in th e recently 

publi shed ca talog of an eX,hibition a t the Na tura l His torY Museum of Los Angeles County (von 

Winning and Hammer, 1972). 
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